Hopkins agility brake controller wiring diagram

JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. For the best experience on our site, be sure to
turn on Javascript in your browser. Trailer Brake Controllers and Vehicle Wiring. Each model of
electric trailer brake controller we offer has unique features that are sure to meet your specific
trailer brake control needs. We offer universal installation brake controls as well as vehicle
specific electronic controllers. Stock With the InSIGHT brake control, you gain the flexibility
needed to make a simple, no tools required installation in any vehicle. This three part system
allows the driver to bring the display back in sight where they can see what is going on as well
as bringing the controls within a comfortable reach whether you are right or left handed. With
easy to set gain adjustments and a digital display will make setting this brake control quick and
easy. Stock The brake control utilizes time based actuation for applying braking power to the
trailer brakes. The built-in digital display makes it easy for setting braking intensity. Most states
and provinces require a trailer brake controller based on the weight of the trailer. Universal
wiring fits most any tow vehicle. Is great for backing into tough spots! Works proportionally in
reverse with the ability to disable when not needed and the "Boost" feature gives users the
ability to apply more initial trailer braking when needed. Works proportionally in reverse with
the ability to disable when not needed and the "Boost" feature gives users the ability to apply
more trailer braking when needed. A customizable LCD display shows highly advanced but easy
to understand roadside diagnostics. Works proportionally in reverse and the "Boost" feature
gives more initial trailer braking. Stock The 7-Way Flat Pin Pre-wired Brake Control Wiring
Adapter allows you to quickly and easily wire your vehicle to accept a brake controller by
utilizing your existing flat 4 connector. Stock Hopkins Universal Brake Control Installation Kit
contains everything needed to install most 2, 4 and 6 brake controllers. Click above for
compatible factory pre-wired vehicles. Stock Reduce your brake control installation time to
minutes! This harness simply plugs into the tow vehicle and then plugs into the Hopkins brake
control to complete the install. Stock The LED light built into the break-away switch illuminates
upon the removal of the plunger, verifying that power is passing through the switch. Stock This
adapter converts a 7 blade vehicle connector to a 4 flat trailer side connector. Many of today's
tow vehicles come with an O. Stock Socket provides necessary circuits for electric brake
systems or auxiliary lights. Stock Commonly used for larger RV trailers with brakes and
auxiliary lighting. Qty: Add to Cart. Hopkins Impulse Electric Brake Controller Stock The brake
control utilizes time based actuation for applying braking power to the trailer brakes. Hopkins
Nite-Glow 7 Blade to 4 Flat Adapter Stock This adapter converts a 7 blade vehicle connector to a
4 flat trailer side connector. Round 6-Pole Trailer End Connector Stock Provides additional
circuits for electric brakes or auxiliary power lead. Round 6-Pole Vehicle End Plastic Socket
Stock Socket provides necessary circuits for electric brake systems or auxiliary lights. Round
6-Pole Vehicle End Metal Socket Stock Socket provides necessary circuits for electric brake
systems or auxiliary lights. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or
customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a
question. Please enter a question. Hopkins Manufacturing Corporation makes your towing
experience simpler and more rewarding through innovation and value, offering a variety of
towing solutions including vehicle wiring kits, adapters, vehicle and trailer connectors,
breakaway systems, and much more. Today, more than 40 percentage of retail category sales
are generated from Hopkins innovations. As the number one brand in towing electrical
products, Hopkins Towing Solutions has provided consumers with innovation, durability, and
performance for over 20 years. Hopkins' Agility Proportional Brake Control is designed to
control the braking power for safe and efficient braking. It features an LED light which indicates
the power required for controlling the vehicle and the trailer. A digital display will make setting
this brake control a snap, while five on-the-fly sensitivity settings allow for adjustment of trailer
weights and weather at the press of a button. These connectors are designed for short-proof
protection and can be operated at flexible angles. Most states and provinces require a trailer
brake controller based on the weight of the trailer. This product requires and additional wiring
harness for installation. Harness is sold separately and is vehicle specific. Trucks continue to
evolve to meet consumer needs. The innovative Flex-Mount versatility installs with absolutely
no tools and sets the standards for performance, control and ease of use. Skip to main content.
You can return the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn
more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the return Select
the return method Ship it! Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 16 hrs and 12 mins
Details. Only 19 left in stock more on the way. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction
is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system
encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from Amazon. Ships from.
Sold by. Hopkins Agility Plu Visit the Hopkins Towing Solutions Store. This fits your. Frequently
bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. One of these items ships sooner than

the other. Show details. Ships from and sold by Amazon. FREE Shipping. Customers who
viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Tekonsha P3
Electronic Brake Control. Next page. What other items do customers buy after viewing this
item? Compare with similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There
was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product information
Technical Details. Click here to make a request to customer service. Would you like to tell us
about a lower price? From the manufacturer. Built For Todays Trucks
No-tools-required-installation. Increased user control. Advanced proportional technology. Short
proof protection for up to 8 trailer brakes. Flex-Mount Versatility. Flex-Display Creates the
perfect install for any vehicle and helps keep eyes on the road. Flex-Control Flexible installation
brings manual controls within reach. Smart Box Mounts out of the way. Customers who bought
this item also bought. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings
calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer
bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer
images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the
United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified
Purchase. This is my second Agility controller. The smaller tow vehicle required a lower setting
to compensate for the harder brake application , and the larger one required a little less
sensitivity, but these adjustments are easily done on the fly. One vehicle required wire-surgery,
while the other was installed quickly with an adapter cable. One person found this helpful. Pep
Boys told me in an email to contacting Hopkins at for assistance with the exchange warranty.
This is not the correct phone number some Attorney Call line reference. I have a copy of the
Warranty Chart which I will attach to this review,. Images in this review. I originally bought this
to replace an older Hopkins Brake Force timed unit that was failing. The install was a snap, as
the bracket holes in the dashboard were the same and the Plug In Simple connector was the
same as I already had. After calibrating the unit, it stopped the trailer much smoother than the
old timed unit. This was regardless of speed, as it would happen at a dead stop, forwards or
even in reverse. Depending on the amount of horses in my trailer empty to 3 head , it may or
may not briefly lock up the trailer brakes, jerking the trailer and tow vehicle-and making the
horses stumble for balance. I had also adjusted my trailer's drum brakes to proper specs. I
contacted the manufacturer via email. They responded the next morning with a diagnoses of
"being a defective unit". I ordered a replacement through Amazon. I installed the 2nd unit and
took my empty trailer for a drag. The same problem occurred. I then contacted Amazon
customer service via phone, and they instructed me to return both units for a full refund,
shipping pre-paid. I finally ordered a Tekonsha Primus IQ and installed that. There is no jerking
of the trailer whatsoever. It is like there is no trailer behind me when I apply the brakes. It also
has more features than the Agility and a cute little DVD on how to install it and calibrate the unit.
Bottom line, save the headache of a marginal unit; spend the extra 15 bucks on the Tekonsha. I
used a Hopkins timed controller for years and finally needed a new one. This was easy to install.
The plug matched my old plug. The mount has slots allowing you to get it close to parallel.
Making adjustments was easy and made braking a no brainer. It's like I'm not pulling a trailer.
Very responsive and smooth regardless of speed. I tow a 10k pound trailer with a Chevy
Express. Simple to install and just what I wanted for my travel trailer. Great brake controller
There are 4 wires out of the unit, approx 3 in long, to a female plug. To get the male side, the
harness for your truck must be purchased separately. I cut the plug and wired directly, but am
mildly annoyed by the design set to force a secondary purchase. Non emergency, but very hard
stop engaged all brakes immediately with only slight chirp from tires. Set up in 5 min after
install. After i fiigured out where and how to plug it into the ford factory plug, it was simple to
install, the instructions said to mount it on rite side of steering wheel, i mounted it on left side,
there was enough wire length in wire to do that. I bought this to pull a pound travel trailer with
my Expedition. I received the controller quickly. It was easy to install. The adjustment controls
are easy to change while you are driving. The red push button is very sensitive which took
some getting used to but after 1 trip it is easy. Overall I am very happy. See all reviews. Top
reviews from other countries. Report abuse. Does exactly how described. Pages with related
products. See and discover other items: honda pilot brake , honda pilot trailer hitch , ram
leveling kit , brake drums for silverado , chevy silverado brake drums , lincoln mkt products.
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Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. This
item can be shipped to select countries outside of the U. Learn More. Proportional Progressive.
Time Based. Up to 8 Trailer Brakes. Up to 6 Trailer Brakes. Up to 4 Trailer Brakes. Amazon
Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers.
Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on
Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids
Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital
Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals
and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

